
                      What Are The 

Different Types Of Rack And Why 

Select One Vs. Another?

RACK 101:



There are many different types of pallet racking configurations that 
can be selected by end users depending on their storage needs...

Structural racking systems range from low density selective rack all 
the way to high-density pushback, drive-in and pallet flow systems.  
Each configuration has advantages and disadvantages:

https://advancestorageproducts.com/pallet-racking-solutions/


Single Selective

This is the most common style of rack system.  
It is low cost, readily available and provides 
access to every pallet.  The down side is that 

nearly 50% of the facility is dedicated to 
aisle space (typically 9-12’) and density is 

sacrificed.

Low Cost Per
Pallet Position

Full
Selectivity

Ease of
Adjustability

Direct Access
to each pallet

Double Deep Reach
Double deep rack is another variant of selective rack where two 
racks are stood back to back and the rear pallet is accessed by 
a specialized lift truck with a pantograph that extends in to the 

back of the rack.  

Double deep can increase warehouse capacity by as much 
as 72% based on (10) 132” selective aisles.  Pallets should be 
stored in pairs with the same product in both the front and back 

position.  

Double deep provides a nice increase in density when 
compared to single selective, but requires specialty equipment 

and is slower to operate.

50% Increase
In Storage Density

(Compared to Single Selective)

50%
Increased
Storage Capacity

Faster Pallet
Handling Time

Reduced
Pallet Damage

https://advancestorageproducts.com/single-selective-pallet-rack/
https://advancestorageproducts.com/double-deep-selective-pallet-racking/


Pushback
A pushback system can provide from 2-6 deep storage, 

significantly increasing density.  Pallets are placed on carts 
located on a sloped rail system and “pushed back” by the lift 

truck operator.  When removed, gravity brings the pallets back 
to the aisle.  Pushback systems can increase density up to 75% 

when compared with a selective system.

The downside to pushback is that since it is most effective to 
storage the same SKU in a single lane, and it is a LIFO style, 
lanes must be fully emptied to maintain proper production 

rotation.  As a rule of thumb, there must be 4 times the depth of 
the lane in pallets for efficient storage (for a 5 deep system at 

least 20 of the same pallet).

High Density
Storage

Fast
Operation

High
Selectivity

LIFO
Inventory Flow

Last In

First Out

Narrow Aisle

Low Initial
Cost Per Position

High Productivity
Full Pallet Retrieval

Narrow aisle rack is a variant of selective rack where the aisle 
is narrowed, typically to 60”.  The aisles are accessed by a 

turret truck (or other narrow aisle style of truck) and still provide 
full selectivity.

The rack investment is similar to selective rack, the specialized 
lift trucks are typically more expensive an operational efficiency 

is reduced because only a single vehicle can access the aisle 
at a time limiting the number of vehicles that can work in the 

facility at time.

Narrow aisle (60”) can increase warehouse capacity by as 
much as 69% based on (10) 132” selective aisles.

Greater
Utilization

 Very Rapid
Pallet Access

(With Automation)

https://advancestorageproducts.com/pushback-pallet-racking/
https://advancestorageproducts.com/very-narrow-aisle-pallet-racking/


Drive-In
Drive-In rack is another high density storage option in 
which the lift truck drives inside the storage rack and 
places the pallets on load rails.  Drive-In systems can 

range from 2 all the way up to 20 pallets deep.

The systems are relatively inexpensive, but are 
limited due to lack of selectivity, low productivity 

and susceptible to damage.  Used for Cold Storage, 
Food & Beverage and Grocery applications with 
limited SKU counts, limited product variation, date 

segregated production or batch production.

High Density
Storage

Low Capital
Investment

Very Efficient
Picking

Reduce
Number of Aisles

2 Wide Drive-In

Two wide drive in is a variant of drive in where 
lift trucks handle two pallets side by side at a time 

and place them concurrently on the load rails.  

This is used for limited applications with low 
SKU and high volume applications.  Can reduce 
the number of aisles, lower handling costs and 
increase loading and unloading time ideal for 

food & beverage or grocery applications.

Faster
Loading / Unloading

Load / Unload
2 Pallets Simultaneously

Lower
Handling Cost

Reduce
Number of Aisles

https://advancestorageproducts.com/drive-in-pallet-racking/
https://advancestorageproducts.com/2-wide-drive-in-pallet-racking/


Pallet Flow

Direct Access
to each pallet

In a pallet flow system the pallet is placed in 
the rear of the system on a series of rollers, 
typically with a centrifugal braking system.  

The pallets roll forward by gravity to the 
front of the system providing FIFO storage.

Pallet flow systems can range from 2-30 
deep and provide very high density storage.  
They are typically the most expensive option, 

require good quality pallets and require 
more maintenance.

High Density
Storage (25+)

Very Efficient
Picking / Unloading

FIFO
Inventory Flow

Last In

First Out

First In

First Out

Carton Flow
Carton flow storage racks are used for low 
volume case picking and for high volume 

split case picking.  Cartons are loaded 
individually at the back side of the rack 

system and flow to the front (FIFO - First In 
First Out).  

Carton flow racks can be installed as stand-
alone units or as a component of a larger 

pallet rack or pick module application.

Split Case
Picking

Very Efficient
Picking

Full Case
Picking

Very Flexible
Storage

https://advancestorageproducts.com/pallet-flow-storage-racking/
https://advancestorageproducts.com/carton-flow-pallet-racking/


Modern facilities frequently make use of several different types of 
racking systems under the same roof to help customers optimize 
their storage space, while providing the right level of selectivity to 
match the mix and volume of SKU’s carried.

www.advancestorageproducts.com

(888) 478 - 7422

Contact Advance Get A Quote

Advance Storage Products has 60 years of experience designing and manufacturing structural pallet 
storage racking for warehouse and distribution applications.  Racking configurations include pushback, 

single selective, double deep reach, drive in, pallet/carton flow, pick modules and pick tunnels.  
Contact Advance or request a quote today for your next material handling project.

https://advancestorageproducts.com/contacts-and-locations/
https://advancestorageproducts.com/get-a-quote/

